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Introduction
The Columbus Regional Airport Authority (CRAA) owns and operates
John Glenn Columbus International (CMH), Rickenbacker International
(LCK) and Bolton Field (TZR) airports. As part of CRAA’s commitment to
strengthening our relationship with the community and our neighbors,
the noise complaint hotline was established in 1987 and is available 24/7
for the submission of noise complaints. Noise complaints may be submitted
by calling the hotline or emailing the noise complaint response team. For
more information on submitting a noise complaint, please see below.
The purpose of this report is to summarize the 2016 noise complaints and
operations-related statistics for all three CRAA airports. Data from previous
years is provided throughout the report in order to provide a historical
perspective of noise complaints and operations levels at each airport.
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John Glenn Columbus
International Airport (CMH)
Role of Airport:
Primary passenger airport in Columbus, Ohio
Runways: 10L/28R - 8,000 feet
10R/28L - 10,113 feet
General Location:
6 miles northeast of downtown with
automobile access from I-270 and I-670

Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK)
Role of Airport:
Primary cargo airport in Columbus, Ohio
Runways: 5L/23R - 11,902 feet
5R/23L - 12,102 feet
General Location:
10 miles southeast of downtown
with automobile access from I-270

Bolton Field Airport (TZR)
Role of Airport:
General aviation reliever airport in Columbus, Ohio
Runways: 4/22 - 5,500 feet
General Location:
8 miles southwest of downtown
with automobile access from I-270
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CRAA 2016 Noise
Complaint Locations

210 Complaints
from 2 Contacts

The adjacent map shows the locations of all noise
complaints received regarding CRAA airports
in 2016. Complaints were concentrated along
established arrival and departure flight paths, and
at 45 degree angles off the runway ends, where jet
engine noise is more prominent. Complaints are
largely centered on areas of dense, established and
emerging residential development, such as to the
west and east of John Glenn International and to the
northeast of Rickenbacker International Airport.
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John Glenn International Noise Complaint(s)
Rickenbacker International Noise Complaint(s)
Bolton Field Noise Complaint(s)

CRAA Noise Complaints
Increase in 2016
Total noise complaints for all three CRAA airports
increased by 184 complaints from 2015 to a total
of 254 complaints in 2016 – 168 complaints above
the 10-year average of 86 complaints. There were 34
unique contacts that created the 254 total complaints
and two unique callers submitted 210 of the total
complaints. John Glenn International noise complaints
increased 284 percent from 2015 to 2016 with 246
complaints, Rickenbacker International Airport
complaints increased from one, to seven, while
Bolton Field’s complaint numbers decreased from five
in 2015 to one in 2016. The overall amount of aircraft

operations for John Glenn International increased
from prior years, while Rickenbacker International
and Bolton Field overall aircraft operations decreased
from the prior year. John Glenn International’s increase
was due to additional air carrier service to existing
and new markets. Bolton Field’s decrease can be
attributed to a decrease in local operations, i.e. training
operations and operations that originate and then
terminate at Bolton Field. Rickenbacker International
Airport’s total operations decreased due to two air
cargo companies decreasing or stopping operations at
the airport.

10-year combined
averages for all
CRAA airports

254

205,751
OPERATIONS

86

COMPLAINTS
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Combined total of noise complaints
submitted in 2016 for all CRAA airports
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John Glenn Columbus International Airport (CMH)
John Glenn International Complaints Increase in 2016
Noise complaints at John Glenn International have
increased more than 284 percent from the 2015 amount
of 64 complaints to 246 total in 2016. The number of
2016 complaints is greater than the 10-year complaint
average of 61 complaints.
John Glenn International accounted for almost 97
percent of the total noise complaints filed regarding
CRAA airports in 2016. There were 30 unique callers
who made 246 noise complaints.
The significant increase in noise complaints is
attributed to two unique contacts who submitted a
combined 210 of the 246 complaints for 2016. One of
the unique complainants submitted 159 complaints,
where 114 correlated to typical operations and 45 to
atypical operations. The atypical operations were
departing aircraft that performed an early turn from
flying the runway heading to ensure the Federal Aviation

246

Noise complaints
submitted for
CMH in 2016
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Administration’s required separation between aircraft for
safety was met. The other unique complainant submitted 51
complaints, where 37 correlated to typical operations and
14 to atypical operations. The atypical operations were also
for early turns to ensure aircraft departing from CMH met
the FAA’s required separation between aircraft for safety.
The remaining 28 complainants for 2016 submitted a total
of 36 noise complaints. 31 complaints correlate to typical
operations at CMH. The complaints associated with typical
operations were most often associated with heavier than
normal traffic from the south runway as the north runway
was temporarily closed for rehabilitation. Five complaints
correlated to atypical operations, which were early turns
to ensure aircraft had the required separation from other
aircraft in the area. A portion of these early turns were
attributed to weather patterns in the area which were
avoided by aircraft turning early.

Unique callers
submitted 210
noise complaints
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284%

Increase in noise
complaints from
2015 - 2016

John Glenn Columbus International Airport (CMH)
Columbus Submits Nearly 90 Percent of
John Glenn International Noise Complaints in 2016
Columbus and Gahanna have historically submitted the majority
of the complaints regarding John Glenn International. However,
in 2016, 89.8 percent of CMH’s complaints came from Columbus.
Columbus submitted the majority of the noise complaints due
to two unique contacts submitting 85 percent of the total 2016
complaints for John Glenn International. Removing the two
unique contacts, which can be statistical outliers, 47 percent
of the 2016 complaints came from Columbus followed by 17
percent from Blacklick. The city of Columbus and the community
of Blacklick receive higher noise levels due to both the city’s
and community’s proximities to the airport’s runway ends and
aircraft operating on established flight paths over both areas.

Percentages may not total 100 due to rounding.

Number of Nighttime Aircraft Maintenance
Run-ups Decrease in 2016
A total of 113 nighttime aircraft maintenance run-ups
were reported at John Glenn International in 2016, down
from 243 reported in 2015. Two unique callers submitted
a total of two noise complaints for aircraft performing
nighttime maintenance run-ups. The significant
decrease in nighttime run-ups can be attributed to an
airline maintenance facility reducing their maintenance

113
2
53%

operation at John Glenn International. In order to keep
engine maintenance run-up noise from unnecessarily
seeping into the community, three noise barriers are used
at John Glenn International to absorb the noise generated
by these run-ups and keep as much of the noise on airport
property as possible. All nighttime engine maintenance
run-ups are documented and monitored by CRAA staff.

Nighttime run-ups
performed in 2016
Noise complaints
submitted were related
to nighttime run-ups
Decrease in recorded
nightime run-ups from
2015 - 2016
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John Glenn Columbus International Airport (CMH)
North Runway Closed for Rehabilitation
John Glenn International’s north runway, Runway 10L/28R,
was closed from early April through mid-October 2016 for
pavement rehabilitation and safety upgrades. During the
closure, all of CMH’s operations occurred on the only available
runway, Runway 10R/28L. The temporary increase of operations
on the south runway caused noise complaints to be submitted
to the airport. During the closure, 92 complaints were submitted
by 19 unique complainants. Of the 92 submitted complaints,
73 complaints were submitted from one complainant.

92

Complaints
submitted
during closure

18

Unique complainants
submitted 19 complaints
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1

Unique complainant
submitted 73 complaints

Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK)
Noise Complaints at Rickenbacker International Increase
Noise complaints increased at Rickenbacker
International Airport in 2016, with seven complaints
being filed, compared to one in 2015. There were three
unique contacts who submitted the seven complaints.
The complaints correlated to typical operations,
including five complaints correlated to aircraft
departures to the northeast near Groveport following
the established departure procedures and two arrival
operations over the Reynoldsburg and Blacklick areas.
Rickenbacker accounted for 3 percent of the total
noise complaints filed regarding CRAA airports in
2016. The number of aircraft operations to complaints
is 3,758.

700%

Increase in noise
complaints from
2015 to 2016

2007 - 2016

26,307
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Noise
complaints
submitted

23
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Bolton Field Airport (TZR)
Noise Complaints Decrease at Bolton Field
operations at Bolton Field. The complainant was
located in Columbus about three miles northeast of
Runway 4/22. The number of aircraft operations per
complaint for Bolton Field is 19,468.

Bolton Field Airport generally receives a low number
of noise complaints annually. One noise complaint
was submitted in 2016, while five complaints were
submitted in 2015. The 2016 complaint was submitted
in regard to a helicopter performing pilot training

2007 - 2016
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Submitting a Noise Complaint
Noise complaints can be submitted to CRAA’s noise complaint response team through two methods:
they can be filed by leaving a voice message on the noise complaint hotline at 614-239-4065, or they
can be submitted electronically via email to NoiseAbatementOffice@columsbusairports.com.
The noise complaint response team strives to provide the best available information regarding
noise compatibility issues and will respond to every noise complaint that is submitted. For
immediate results regarding specific aircraft operations, please visit CRAA’s flight-tracking website
at columbusairports.com/noise-program/flight-tracking/. This web application provides the
public with the opportunity to obtain aircraft radar and noise data on demand.

Nicholas Klein
Planning & Noise Specialist
Planning and Engineering
Columbus Regional Airport Authority
nklein@columbusairports.com
614-239-3133

For further questions or
comments regarding this
report, please contact:
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